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[n this study wc focus on methods to verify model-based (including 4-DDA) moisture profiles (q) and ground temperature (T_) using satellite data. We focus on these two paranactcrs because they arc highly dependent on the param,:tcriza- 
Satellite Data and Radiative Transfer Model
The primary quantity analyzed in this study is tile CI.R anti P, adWn. et al., 1996] .
While the ozone contribution to CLR is rctativcly small, the accuracy of its distribution is critical for the CLR computation.
In particular, the high ozone concentrations in the stratosphere and its presence in the water vapor window region are important for the clear-sky flux.
Methodology
To help understand the methodology, we start with the radiative transfer equations for clear-sky conditions il| the LW region of the spectrum given = _r,:dl (r_)r ("r) ,tv + We consider a change in the CLR in terms of tile h_!lowing lincarizalion: 
Tile version of G_OS2 used here was run with 70 _ertical layers extending to 0.01 hPa and with a spatial rcsoluti_ ,n of 2* x 2.5* latitude-kmgitude. The T:, output was saved .:very 3 hours, while the upper air T and q were saved every _ hours.
Thc GEOS2 data are compared with operational analy., es generalcd hy the HCMWF fl)r Jarm:|ry 1998. These data ar z available every 6 hours and have bccn interpolated to a 2°x 2.5* grid to bc consistent wilh the GEOS2 data. 
As
where x is the quantity being varied (for examplc, T:,, pw h, or pwt), ctx is the scnsitlvity parameter to be estimated, and e is the component of the 8CLR not explained by ,St.
Before computing the sensitivity parameters, we first exantine the differences in the CLR from the two assimilated data sets and look in some detail at the various band contributions to the total CLR. Figure  1 shows the mean ,SCLR = Contributions to CLR (Win -2) from different parts of the atmosphere and different bands. From top down the band ranges from band I to bm_d 9, the wave number h_r each band is shown at the bottom of the figure. Value eT is surface emission, Surf (surface contributk)n) is the first two terms of the RHS of (1) and Aim (contribution from the atmosphere) is the third term of the RI1S of (1). Contour intervals are 10
Wm -z except the last oue in a column, which is 5 Wm -z.
of(l), and column 4 shows tile contribution to the CLR from the atmosphere (third term on the RHS of (1)).
The strengtb of surface emission follows the Pl:mck function which peaks in the third band (540-800 cm-a We arc interested in the ability of the rcgression to represent the systematic diffcrencc in the CLR liclds. Figure 4c shows the mean ground temperature difference _T,j beb.vccn the two data sets for January 1998. The mean temperature differences arc quite large ovcr the cold continents accounting for most of the differences in CLR over those regions. We next obtain an estimate of BT u by inverting the regression equation (5): i.e., by solving for _ST. using the estimate of (r_.¢ For brcvily we refer h) this estimate of ,ST_ as the "retrieved"
value. Figure  ,Ic 
The is about an order of magnitude smallcr than the upper level sensitivity parameter (%,,,,). This Is illustratcd in Figure  8 , which shows the rclalive contrihutions by layer to the time mean difference iu the CLP. due to moisture differences. Between 50 and 90% of the major CLR differences are due topw differences hct'wcen 200 and 500 hPa and am)thor 10-3(1% comes from the layer between 500 and 700 hPa.
We next exlend the results of the previous analysis Io consider the case where, in addition to the total CLR mc,'_sure-ments, we also havc awilablc CLR measurements for the window region. Figure  9 shows the sensitivity para_etcrs r'9 conlputcd separately for lhc window region (RadWn, Ic q-hand side panels) and for the total CLR minus RadWn (rlgl_t-haud side panels). By considering the linearization (2) for both tire RadWn and the RVR bands, wc obtain two equations relating the CLR differences in each band to changes in the geophysical parameters. If we further limit the approximation of the CLR change to be primarily the result of just two geophysical parameters,
we can estimate or "retrieve" these par;tractors.
The previous results suggest that over land the CLR differences car, be approximated by _iRadlf"n ---tr_,(R._,lw,,_c$'/'_ _ _e.,li_.uw,.)/ipn'_,
_iRVR = Ctr,mvju,STl, + %,.,invm_pn'h,
while over ocean, the approximation is tSRadWn = _r..,m_uw.)_pwt + crl,._(n_uw._;l-'Wl,.
5RVR
= cS,,,ravm_Spwt + tlp,.,mvRySpwh.
Note that in the above relationships the sensitivity parameters (the cG in Figure  9 ) arc obtained from lhc 6 hourly data according to (5). By invcrti.g (7)- (8) and ( The above rcsults
show that (7) through (10) give a close approximation to the mean differences in the ground temper- 
